forgotten, quite rightly, all about it, and I rushed to eat The
somebody else's supper.	Avatars
Yours affectionately,       A £
How shocking that I could forget that I had invited A. E.! and how like him to think it natural! I admired A. E.'s paintings; he had a rare faculty for making his figures of children and young girls, flitting in and out of the painted sunshine and shadows, fit perfectly into the woods and meadows he composed for diem. He pressed me to join him ^ the following summer in Donegal; but it was not to be. On his return from a visit to America, he complained of dysentery, I was alarmed at his loss of weighty but 'there is nothing that a month or two can't put right', he declared. But the trouble was serious. I was glad to have cheered him over his last work, The Avatar^ for few of his friends, he said, cared for it, and he was not himself satisfied with it. He wrote from Sussex Gardens:
Dear Rothenstein,
It was like you, most kind, to write as you did about The Avatars. It pleases me indeed that you should have found things to like in it. I thought I had deferred writing it too long. It was to have been a kind of balance to The Interpreters, which I wrote when I had all the literary nerves I was endowed with, and it was to be a kind of sequel. But editing a weekly paper took up all my time and when I started it I know my intuition came by fits and starts and there were patches which I felt awkward and did not know what to do to put them right.
However, if it pleased you I am happy and feel it can't be as poor as I thought it when I read it in print. However, all that one has finished seems bad, We are allowed to work on because we think it is going to be good and with the finis comes the end of the glamour, nature's way of allowing us to go on doing things. Thanks, dear Rothenstein, for restoring
a little of my confidence.
Yours ever,	^E>
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